
South of the Border 

15th October 2016 

 
Pictured Left to Right: Simon F, Peter W, Peter J, Rosie G and Liz (yours truly behind the lense) all ready to go.  

The second running of South of the Border on Saturday saw 6 riders arrive nice 

and early at the Dugandan Pub for a 7am departure. In attendance were Rosie, 

Peter J, Peter W, Liz, myself and a great old mate Simon fresh from his rather 

wet n windy outback adventure in Birdsville. 

The weather forecast, favourable, not too hot, not too cold, little wind (until 

riding for home) and no rain. It was a tad chilly at the start though. 

Peter W was doing the 200 BRM on his own with the rest tackling the 100 BA 

course. The ride would traverse foothills through Mt Alford and Carney Creek 

before the 4km climb up to “The Head” where the gradient didn’t fall much 

below 16 degrees.  



Checkpoint 1 at Queen Mary Falls was the separation point for the BRM and 

BA riders. The later heading back the way they came and BRM riders onwards 

to Urbenville, Woodenbong, Rathdowney then home. 

It didn’t take long for Anne, Rosie 

and both Peter’s to move on 

ahead as Simon and I enjoyed 

each other’s company at the back 

of the field. Cantering along 

averaging somewhere around 

20kph was pleasant and 

enjoyable and allowed good catch 

up time with little physical 

exertional. That was to come 

however. 

 

 

The lead up hills provided good 

climbing practice all the time 

under the watchful eye of our 

destination atop the climb. An 

imposing block of rock, barren on 

its north eastern front devoid of 

significant trees was always there 

willing us to challenge it and 

daring us to conquer it. 

 

 

Simon did ask me who planned this ride after the first few ‘pinches’ had been 

negotiated and we were about to hit the tough stuff. One R Hawley was 

mentioned but I said it was all my own. I think Simon was disappointed at this 

feeling I had fallen under Roger’s spell of creating rides with hills of ridiculous 

standards. My defence, not enough upward gravel for a Roger ride.  

  

Spring cycling at its best 

Spring cycling at it best 

The Head from the foothills 



 

No sooner had we turned right 

towards it (The Head) we found 

the gradient increase significantly 

and painfully at the same time 

but that was not before crossing 

the flowing Teviot Brook, not 

once but twice. Same time we 

enjoyed stunning rainforest and 

rock formations sprinkled with 

unfenced bovine, free to roam as 

they pleased and with little 

calves.  

It was a reminder Spring had 

definitely arrived. 

Simon and I agreed first to the 

top would wait….Simon’s reply 

‘See yah in an hour”. 

The first time I climbed the route 

it was tough, hot, humid and 

draining. This time despite not 

haven ridden for some time on 

hills like this I climbed it rather 

well all things considered and 

made the top.  

I won’t say it was easy, it wasn’t but I knew where I was, what was to come 

and how far to go, that helped a lot. 

At the top a drink, a view of the falls across the gorge before heading back 

down the road. I had determined the ride up for Simon would not be 

compatible and decided as RO to head back down to see how he was going. 

Secretly I was hoping he was not wanting to continue on up as for me that 

would mean a second ascent.  

I caught up with Simon about a third of the way up and with my comment of 

“it ramps up a bit yet” decision made to retreat for home and survive to ride 

It’s only upwards from this point. 

Simon crossing Teviot Creek 



another day. For me I was happy to reach the top of the climb, a little 

disappointed at not having reached the checkpoint but hey sometimes just 

riding with mates is worth more. 

We descended rather quickly (surprise surprise) with the only scare hitting a 

bend same time as a few cars coming the opposite way that required a 

correction in direction (insert trademark pending on this phrase). 

Our journey home was 

uneventful with the 

head wind not too 

noticeable but would 

have been nice to not be 

there. Those nasty 

pinches on the way out 

soon found us again and 

provided the last gut 

busting effort before the 

relatively flat roads back 

into Boonah. 

 

A quick stop to allow some botanical specimen gathering of some roadside 

gladioli bulbs for the garden was just too tempting after spotting them on the 

outward leg.  

Liz, Rosie and both Peters arrived safely back at Dugandan Pub to register a 

completed ride. Well done and hats off all for completing the course. I do hope 

you’ll be back next year. 

All in all “South of the Border” was a success.  

Next year I am planning ‘The Condamine Classic” which will include similar 

roads with some twists as the course follows the Condamine River from its 

source to Killarney before heading back on different roads. Hope to see you on 

this one. 

 

 

 

An example of the rock formations along the way 



 

 

 

 

  

 


